ARC 14 - Blowing Kisses in the Wind - Mission 28 - 11405.06

Jarrow:  The Jarrow heads towards the Claymore passing close to the USS Conqueror.

Claymore: The Claymore stands face to face with the USS Conqueror.  After a brief exchange of words between Takit and Doctor Raeyld the shields and weapons aboard the Conqueror dropped.  Communications ended abruptly and the Claymore moved to full impulse heading straight for the Conqueror.

Okanagan: Commander Damrok and Commander Senn maneuvered the Okanagan after meeting with a 8 vessel task force.  The task force lead by the USS Grey left and went after the Okanagan's original targets.

General Summary: The USS Rapier, USS Bowmen, and USS Hwacha arrived on long range sensors and contacted the USS Claymore to help support her efforts.   Those three Akira class vessels are now heading to intercept torpedoes left by the Claymore and Jarrow.  There was also a strange open communication from the Conqueror, but it shortly closed after a brief message.  The Okanagan decloked above the Conqueror and fired all forward weapons at her impulse engine, then decloaked.

***************  Resume Mission  ***************  

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::At the helm, awaiting Raeyld's next suicidal move with interest::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: As long as their shields stay down, scrape us across their ventral then pull around for a second pass. Prepare a hot dock.  CNS: Forward volley at the bridge as we approach, point-blank, and aft volley at their engines.   OPS: Get a lock on Davis and get him over here. If you can find Takit, beam him to security. And take every security precaution you can.    
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Aye, Commander
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Looks up at the doctor.::  CMO:  At this range a volley like that is going to do some serious damage to us as well.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  You want the Jarrow before or after we fire?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: Who sent that message can we determine on the Conqueror?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: After.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Nods from the operations station while running the transporter targeting programs::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Targets the bridge section anyway preparing to fire the volley anyway if the doctor gives the order, also targeting the bridge with phasers, ready to shift his target as they passed.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Raises an eyebrow::  CMO:  Hope they aren't too close.  ::Punches in the course::  Beginning the run
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#CTO/MO: Following Claymore and heading for the Conqueror.  Kytides be prepared to fire when in range.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: I expect the Captain understands the unwritten rule: "Don't stand between the Claymore and her enemy."
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Don't forget we'll have to spin around, and lower aft shields to get recover the Jarrow, Commander.

ACTION:  The Claymore pulls up at the last minute using all of her maneuverability.   The Claymore's shields spark against the hull plating of the Conqueror as phasers strike down on the hull.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Winces as the shields spark::  CMO:  Scrapping as ordered, Commander
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::Readies torpedoes and phasers, watching to see where the Claymore hits to try to target already weakened areas so their limited arsenal does something::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Looks at sensors::  CMO:  The Jarrow is in position for recovery, Commander.  Do you want to commence or come back around for another run?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: Contact Claymore and let them know we are coming in behind them.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Fires phasers as they scrape along the Conqueror, doing his best with the closeness of the vessels to target the bridge, though the angle made it tough from some of the emitters.::

ACTION:  The Jarrow begins firing her micro torpedoes and her phaser cannons impacting similar locations as the Claymore had targets.

MO Ens Stevens says:
#CO: They haven't responded, I'll try to raise them again. COM: Claymore: Claymore, this is the Jarrow requesting docking orders, please reply, over
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Bring us around.  OPS: Send Jarrow our flight plan. Best if they dock opposite us from the Conqueror.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Aye.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Swings the ship in a hard turn to port, then duplicates the last run, this time from stern to bow::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Takes the Jarrow in similar path as the Claymore trying to optomize the attack with whatever they could.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Seeing the OPS busy with trying to get a transport lock he opens a comm with the Jarrow while continuing to fire at the Conqueror.::  COMM: Jarrow:  Sending flight plan now, we will try and turn away from the Conqueror to give you safe access to the shuttlebay.

ACTION: The weapons fire from both vessels have limited impact on the Dreadnaughts hull, but the focused attacks are starting to work.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: As soon as Jarrow is aboard, get some distance and prepare for a torpedo run.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Grimaces quickly at how little he has to work with, but continues unloading at the same spots while poising for the inevitable counter by the Conqueror::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#COM: Claymore: Transferring now.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#CTO: Coming around for another strike.  ::Swings the Jarrow around::

ACTION:  Weapons come online aboard the Conqueror.  Multiple phaser strikes lash out from her arrays.   The Jarrow’s impulse engines explode in a fireball as helm control becomes hard to control.




CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Weapons having limited impact on that ship, though showing better signs on where we have focused attacks.  ::Continues to fire phasers at the Conqueror’s bridge, then shifting to engines as the Claymore moves around the ship.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#CO: Just transmitted to the Claymore. We should be able to dock.....
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Conquerors weapons are back online, Jarrow’s been hit.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Prepare a full volley, targeting weapons and engines, at your discretion.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Glances down at sensors::  CMO:  Jarrow took a serious hit, Commander.  Impulse engines are down.  She may not have enough control to dock.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Curses and settles into his chair for support, one hand moving quickly to cling to his console as the other keeps firing whenever a shot's available::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::The controls quickly become increasingly harder to control as she does everything she can to maneuver them away from the Conqueror.::

ACTION:  The Conqueror turns hard to port and fires all forward phasers on the Claymore.  Shields drop to 30% on the Claymore as the crew is shaken.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: Contact Claymore and let them know we might not be able to dock.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Can we tractor the Jarrow in?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS: Get a lock on the Jarrow crew: If we can't get the ship...
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Not and maintain shields.  Recommend we transport the Jarrow crew onboard.  We can come back for the Jarrow if we all survive this.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#CO: Roger that Ma'am. ::Shakes her head as she quickly raises the Claymore again:: COM: Claymore: Claymore, this is Jarrow again. We're hit and may be unable to dock, over.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Continues trying to keep control of the Jarrow.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  We put the Clay between the Jarrow and the Conqueror, drop shields on the side away from the Conqueror and beam them aboard.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Do it.
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Shields down to 30%.  ::Grips his station in case they are rocked again.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: If you can recover the Jarrow, do so. But the crew is the top priority.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Switches to the torpedoes targeting systems, then locks onto the Conquerors weapons systems and engines, targeting the port nacelles as that is their best line of fire, then checks the readings to see if there is enough distance between them to safely fire torpedoes.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: Let them know we have maneuvering thrusters and could dock but it would logically be an emergency dock.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Roger that


MO Ens Stevens says:
#COM: Claymore: Claymore, we do have maneuvering thrusters and could dock but the Captain recommends an emergency dock, over.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Maneuvers the ship between the Jarrow and Conqueror, bow pointing toward the Conqueror.::  OPS:  Tell the Jarrow to commence docking.  CNS:  Lower aft shields as the Jarrow approaches.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Notify Foster once sufficient distance is achieved for torpedoes fire, and plot a course for the nebula originally selected.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Simply nods, focused on the Jarrow::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Nods to the CAG:: COM: Jarrow: MO: Proceed with emergency docking, aft.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Brings up shield control and prepares the necessary commands to lower the aft shields and waits before completely the command, watching the Jarrow’s approach.::

ACTION:  The Conqueror opens fire again slamming the port side of the claymore.   Shields on the port side drop to 15%.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Using the maneuvering thrusters she maintains a heading for the shuttle bay aft side.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#CO: We're cleared for emergency docking on the aft section, ma'am
CO Capt T’Shara says:
# CTO/MO: Prepare for an emergency dock.  This is going to be a rough landing hold on.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::looks at the console screens, then states calmly:: CMO: They have securitey fields in place, I cannot get a lock at this time.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
# ::Nods to the MO.::

@ACTION:  A small signal lights up on the Okanagan's communications panel.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Nods, grip on console tightening as he braces himself::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CB Sickbay*: Send a team to the aft shuttle bay.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Does everything she can to keep the Jarrow steady as they approach the shuttlebay.  The ship shakes as they approach.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Comes to a halt in his attack run, considering his options now that the Conqueror's shields are back online...glances to the side, where the comm light blinks, and taps it, continuing to cruise at half impulse back away from the firefight::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Clenches her jaw slightly:: OPS: Understood. Keep looking; we might have just seconds with shields down.

#ACTION:  The Jarrow’s systems begin a cascade failure as T'Shara fights the controls.    The Jarrow passes by the nacelles as phasers strike against the shields.

CNS Lt Foster says:
::Brings down the aft shield as the Jarrow approaches, waiting till the last possible moment.::

#ACTION:  The small opening in the Claymore slowly grows as the Jarrow nears.

#ACTION:  With one last attempt the Captain pushes full forward maneuvering thrusters as the helm gives out.  The Jarrow begins a slow spin as it approaches the shuttle bay entrance.

#ACTION:  The Jarrow’s starboard nacelle strikes the outer docking door throwing sparks into the shuttle bay.

CNS Lt Foster says:
::Continues to fire phasers, trying to target their weapons systems.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Is thrown from her seat as the Jarrow spins and the ship strikes the shuttlebay doors.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Grimaces again and nearly bites off a curse, gripping the console even tighter with both hands and barely hanging on while preparing for the inevitable bigger crash of...landing...in the bay::

#ACTION:  The Jarrow is thrown hard to the port side slamming into the shuttle bay deck.   The emergency fields activate slowing the out of control vessel.   Fire suppressants fill the shuttle bay as emergency crews rush in.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Returning to the front after checking the engines, she takes a seat::  XO:  You know commander, for someone who gets nervous a bit nervous at ideas out of the ordinary, you tend to have some rather... ummm... interesting ones.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Sees on his board the Jarrow is in the bay::  CNS:  Raise shields  ::Dives the Claymore forward and under the Conqueror, then pulls away to max impulse::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::As soon the Jarrow passes within the shield perimeter he brings the aft shields back online.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Checks the status of the Jarrow and closes his eyes for a brief moment of frustration. He activates the emergency landing netting, a mesh of force fields and low powered tractor beams designed to arrest the out of control craft's movement, and secure it in place before dousing the shuttle in a bath of fire retardant foam::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  On course for the nebula...  minimum torpedo range in 30 seconds.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns to look at Raeyld::  CMO:  It was a rough landing for the Jarrow, Commander.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  Well.  ::Half-shakes his head::  One seizes what opportunities one is given.

#ACTION:  The Jarrow comes to rest against the emergency netting as the emergency crews enter the shuttle bay area.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Loses his hold and flies from his seat, skittering around inside the Jarrow::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Draws a deep breath and exhales controlled:: CAG: Understood. Med teams are waiting.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Smiles as she checks sensors::  XO:  It is rather busy out there.  Looks like the Jarrow made it aboard.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Nods and turns back around::  CMO:  Minimum torpedo range......   Mark.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Retargets the torpedoes as the Claymore begins to move again, aiming 2/3 of the barrage at weapons and the remainder on the nacelles, and fires as the reach minimum safe distance.::  CMO:  Torpedoes away.


Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Vessel: This is Commander Davis with Starfleet Intel I need an immediate pick up.  Position has been compromised.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  Good.  ::Tilts his head slightly::  Did we get anything on that hail?
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Crashes wildly around the inside of the Jarrow struggling to retain consciousness::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@ :: nods as she listens::  XO: Keep in mind, while we play taxi service, the ship stays ours.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Is thrown around on the deck finally coming to a rest against one of the consoles.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Reaches over::  Davis:  What is your location?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Engage max warp on my mark.   OPS: How much longer can the shields hold out?
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO:  Commander Senn?  ::Fires several phaser shots down the corridor.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Knowing things can go south very fast, she has a voice recognition check while they wait for an answer.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Signals Engineering to prepare for max warp::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Hitting her shoulder and head against the console, she feels something wet on her forehead, trying to reach up with her arm a pain shoots through it.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@COM: Davis:  Yes, sir.  ::Looks at Damrok and nods her head.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Watches his console closely waiting for the tubes to be reloaded and continues to fire with phasers while they are in range as the Claymore moves away.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Nervously looks over at Senn, knowing that communications could compromise their position...but if that truly is Davis, then they're going to need to attempt some kind of rescue::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Rolls onto his back from his position in a corner, coughing a few times and starting to sit up before pain in his abdomen makes him think better of it, or what's able to pass as thinking for him at the moment::
OPS Lt Fong says:
CMO: Forward is at forty percent, port is at fifteen.
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: What the hell are you doing on a Starfleet intel channel?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS: Aft?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@COM: Davis:  Oh... I don't know.  Answering strange comms?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Half-grins...continues adjusting his course to remain within transporter range of Conqueror, in case there's an opening::
OPS Lt Fong says:
CMO: All other shields are above ninety percent ma'am.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Any change in the Conqueror?
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: I guess I can't disagree with that.   ::Opens fire again.::   Where are you and can you get me off of the Conqueror?   I can't keep this a secure channel for long.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: ETA to nebula at max warp?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shifts auxiliary power to the port side shields hoping to get them recharged::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Pushes off of the floor, trying to rise to attend the others but screams instead as her arm bends in between her wrist and elbow::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Checking...
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Attempts to sit up the pain in her shoulder and head making it difficult.  Using her left arm she uses it to try and sit up.  Hears the MOs screams.::  MO: Doctor...
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks over at Damrok::  COMM: Davis: The good news, is we are in your neighborhood.  The bad news, is there is a bit of an issue with the Conqueror's shields.  I don't suppose you could lower them for us?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  12 minutes at maximum warp.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Grimaces but manages to hold back her tears:: CO: Yes, captain. Are you hurt?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Speaks up::  COM: Davis:  Holding parallel at ten thousand kilometers, to be specific.  You're going to have to make the opening.  ::Glances at sensors to see a torpedo barrage inbound to Conqueror::  Unless the Claymore punches one through for us.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Eases himself slowly against the wall behind him so he can at least prop his head up to see better, wincing at the sound of a scream and becoming aware enough to note pain radiating from a leg as well::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Quickly hits a few commands buttons::

ACTION:  The Claymore's torpedoes hit their mark.  The Conquerors shields light up in massive quantum explosions.  The Conqueror lists to port for a moment then increases its velocity to match the Claymore's  It opens fire with all forward torpedoes and phaser cannons.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: What's wrong doctor?  ::she knew they all needed medical attention.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Checks the status of Conqueror's shields after the barrage::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Firmly, if needlessly:: CAG: Evasives.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Quite calmly looks at the sensor warnings on his console, shuts it off, rises, and walks to the secondary engineering station in the rear of the bridge.  While enrout:: CMO: Ma'am Incoming fire.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#CO: Nothing I haven't had before. Just didn't expect the pain. CTO: Lieutenant, are you  hurt?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@XO:  Shields down to 73 percent on the port dorsal and ventral.  Looks like their impulse engines are down.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: Continue focusing phaser fire on their weapons arrays, and launch aft torpedoes at will.
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: I can give you a window to attempt a landing in the support hanger.   There are security shields online to prevent any transports.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Refrains from saying, "you think?" and simply says:: CMO:  Executing evasive maneuvers
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS: Notify damage teams.

CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Their shields are back up, that barrage brought them down to 73%, one impules engine is down as well.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Manages to sit up, holding her one arm with her left.  She could feel something warm slowly dripping down the side of her face.::  MO: Where are you hurt doctor?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@XO:  Make that one of our.  :: Nods to the ship::  Are we good for a visit?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Sits at the engineering console and brings up status displays and signals for the DC teams to move to ready standby:: CMO: Yes ma'am.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Nods once in reference to Davis' comm::  CSO:  I was thinking of going that route before their shields came back online.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Aims aft torpedoes at the remaining impulse engines and fires before switching back to phaser fire while the tubes are reloaded.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Gives a short, careful nod::  MO:  Ribs, and a knee.  ::Coughs in pain from talking, then again at pain from coughing::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Draws a breath, trying to break free of the in-crowding surreality of everything and stay focused on the unreality::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@COMM: Davis:  Preprae for a visit.  Keep in mind, visiting time is short.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Whimpers softly as she rolls off her broken arm:: CO: My arm. It's broken. What about you?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Charts his course again, similar to his previous attack run, wherein he planned to punch his way through into the shuttlebay::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS: Maintain aft shields at all costs.

ACTION:  As the Claymore begins evasive maneuvers the weapons fire from the Conqueror begins to impact the claymores aft shields.   The Claymore shakes as the phaser blasts hit the shields.

OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks at the quantity of incoming fire and prepares an emergency beacon probe with all current logs then shifts auxiliary power to the aft shields::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#MO: My arm I think it’s dislocated and I believe my head is bleeding slightly.  We need to contact medical.
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: Understood.  The door will be open in 3 minutes.   ::Returns fire then moves back into the Jefferies tube.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  Start a countdown.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Readies the course::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@XO:  I think we need to leave the Conqueror a surprise when we leave.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shifts power from forward shields to the aft capacitors and waits::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Stumbles slightly as the Claymore begins to shake, widening his stance to hold his place better and grips the console, continue to fire phasers and torpedoes as they are ready.::

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  What did you have in mind?

ACTION:  Torpedoes explode shortly before impact.  Thanks to a few last tricks from the Conqueror's chief engineer.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Fingers dance along the keyboard adjusting power.::  XO: We could place a few of the mircotorps in a few key positions.  He said we could not beam aboard, he did not say we could not beam things onto the ship.  Our window will be short if we want out.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Blinks at the sensor readings he sees, not sure what just happened.::   CMO:  The torpedoes from the Conqueror just exploded before impacting the shields.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Blinks and looks up, realizing that if they're crashed, then the Claymore's doing the shaking and their situation is just as grim as it was::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  I like the idea.  Pick a few locations -- I'll get us in when it's time.  ::Glances at the countdown timer, and hopes that Davis is as prompt as he would expect::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Grasp the arms of the chair, bracing against impact...yet finds the impact less than she expected...::  CNS: Another gift from Commander Davis?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Can still feel shaking and waits fr a moment wondering if it was her or the ship.::  Feels like we're still in the fight.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Tries to sit up but quickly gives up on the idea:: CO: Ma'am, any idea on when medical will be able to get in here? I don't mean to fall short on my first assignment, but I don’t think I'm going to be able to patch you two up
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shakes his head.::  CMO:  I guess it’s possible, not sure exactly what happened.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Nods and pulls up the general ship information the computer has.  Locating a few key positions, she sets the coordinates.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Glances over at Stevens::  MO: You are not falling short as you say.  You did a fine job Doctor.  And unfortunately that depends on the emergency team I'm sure Raeyld has a medical team standing by.

ACTION:  The Claymore's aft torpedoes continue to hit the Conquerors shields with limited success.  The Conqueror begins to increase its warp.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks over at Damrok::  XO:  I think after this you will have logged enough flight hours to not have to worry about recertification.
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: Now or never.  Your door is open.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: ETA to the nebula?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  2 minutes, Commander.  We'll need to come out of warp to enter it.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Engages the course, making for Conqueror's bay doors at a speed that might be considered marginally unsafe::

@ACTION:  The small docking door opens on the Conqueror as does a small opening in the shields.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Do so; let's try to lose them in the nebula.
CNS Lt Foster says:
CMO:  Torpedoes are having little effect, they are increasing speed.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Grimaces at that and braces himself, turning slightly but still supporting himself diagonally against the wall, before slowly and tenderly starting to scoot himself toward the door with his good leg, to see if it can even be opened anymore::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CNS: If you have any alternatives, I'm open to suggestions.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  Aye, Commander.  ::Pauses, watching his board::  Dropping to impulse, entering the nebula.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@COMM: Davis: Prepare to jump aboard.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Prepared to open the hatch for him to come aboard.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Looks at the others knowing they needed to get out of there and get medical attention as well as she needed to get to the bridge.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
CMO/Aloud: Forward tubes loaded
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO/TO:  Hold on...we might lose some paint.  ::Adjusts the course with computer assistance and makes for the opening, slowing as they reach the point of no return::
Cmdr Davis says:
@COM: Okanagan:  CSO: Understood.  Be warned we have unfriendly targets in the area.  ::Fires his phaser.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Taking her left arm from under her right she pushes herself up and walks over to the doors, pressing the button to see if she could get the doors open at all.  CTO: Lieutenant sit still I will try and open the doors.
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Shakes his head, not having an answer for the doctor.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CMO:  We've entered the nebula, Commander.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CAG: Understood.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Mutters under her breath about bad manners::  TO:  You want the honor of the minitorps?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
#::Halfway there, nods and instead gingerly turns his back fully against the wall again, an uncharacteristically full and obvious grimace planted on his face::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CSO:  It's all yours.  ::Pilots into the bay and readies to decloak, looking for the targets in question to use the phasers::

@ACTION:  The Okanagan enters the Shuttle bay as the Conqueror jumps to max warp.   Phaser fire can be seen between 6 men in the far end of the corridor and one man near a small metal container.

MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Watches the captain and lieutenant move towards the door trying to figure out why but quickly losing the ability to process information::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Decloaks, activating shields and laying down a few quick taps of the phasers on low energy as cover fire::

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Stands and grabs a weapon, moving towards the hatch, ready to fire.::

*************** Pause Mission ***************
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